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Abstract 
1V 
Formal methods are needed in correctly predicting the performance of reciprocating cutter 
bars. Theoretical, laboratory, and field methods were investigated to predict the performance 
of four cutter bars, two production and two prototype. The theoretical analysis was 
implemented using a MathCAD model based on prior works, and generated performance 
curves based on levels of inefficient cutting. Laboratory testing consisted of cutting match 
stick bamboo at various velocities from 3 to 12 mph and recording stubble height 
measurements. The resulting measurements were statistically analyzed to determine 
performance curves for stubble height, and evenness of cut. Finally, field testing was done 
using a composite cutter bar containing all four cutter bars designs, and measurements of 
stubble height were taken at velocities ranging from 6- l o. S mph. The results were 
statistically analyzed, and performance curves for the stubble height and evenness of cut 
were generated. The performance curves were analyzed, and it was found that the methods 
for laboratory and field testing produced similar results whereas the theoretical analysis 
produced some outcomes that could not be directly related to the other tests. Laboratory and 
field results concluded that the two prototype cutter bars out performed the two production 
ones. 
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General Introduction 
The modern day reciprocating mower is similar in concept and principle as ones developed in 
the early 19th century. The sickle bar of Hussey's reaper patented in 1833 has a similar shape 
and operation to those found today (Quick 1978). It has only been primarily through modern 
technology and manufacturing processes that reciprocating mower's performance has 
improved. Improvements have come through component geometry, durability, and higher 
acceleration capabilities of the cutter bar driveline itself. 
With the increasing sizes of farms in North America, farmers need to harvest larger tracts of 
land in a timely fashion. The manufacturing industry has met this challenge in part by 
increasing the physical size and capacity of harvesting machines, but there are practical 
limits. In many crop conditions, the limiting factor is the maximum forward speed of the 
harvester. The gathering head is the main constraint on total machine capacity. 
The harvesting of grain and forage is limited by the speed that crop can be removed. 
Currently a signi~ cant portion of forage mowers and nearly all grain platforms use 
reciprocating cutter bars to cut crop material. While the sickle bar is reliable, and usually 
gives a clean cutting action, most sickle bar equipped machines have a maximum operating 
speed of approximately 6 mph. The advent of the disk mower, which cuts by impact, has 
substantially increased the productivity of mowers in hay and forage, but is unsuitable for use 
on grain harvesting platforms because the shatter loss of grain would be unacceptable. Disc 
mowers are also unacceptable to some farmers because they produce a less than ideal cut in 
some crops, such as alfalfa. 
Currently there is no objective method available to either predict or evaluate the performance 
of alternative cutter bar designs. ASAE standards identify parameters of the cutter bar such 
as sickle speed, cut height, etc, but do not elaborate on how to quantitatively evaluate cutter 
bar performance. The majority of research on cutter bar performance is carried out by 
subjective comparisons of two products during side by side field testing. 
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The emphasis of this thesis is on the objective evaluation of cutter bar designs. Specific 
goals are to: 
• Investigate and develop a method to theoretically and quantitatively evaluate cutter 
ar eslgn. 
• Investigate and develop a method to experimentally test cutter bar designs. 
• Investigate and develop a method to test cutter bar designs in the field. 
• Discover performance relationships between theoretical, laboratory, and field test 
data. 
• Evaluate and compare prototype and production cutter bar designs. 
Basic parts found on most cutter bars in use are detailed in Figure 1 and defined below. 
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Figure 1: Cross-section view of cutter bar, showing knife section directly over ledger plate. 
(Reproduced from Bainer, 1953) 
Main Bar: The structural support member to which a plurality of guards attaches over 
length of the cutterbar. 
Knife Back: A transversely movable member carrying plurality of knife sections. This bar 
is attached to a wobble box, pitman arm, or some other mechanism that provides a 
reciprocating motion that is close to sinusoidal. 
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Ledger Plate: A surface area located on the guard on which the knife section rests. This, in 
combination with the knife section, shears crop material. 
Guard: The guard supports other components of the cutter bar and is attached to the main 
bar. Guards divide crop material into streams for cutting between the knife section and the 
ledger plate. Modern forged guards incorporate a hardened surface that acts to reduce wear 
between the guard, knife section, and crop material. Earlier designs had replaceable ledger 
plates attached to the guard. 
Knife section: (sickle section) The knife section consists of a hardened trapezoidal shaped 
blade with either a pair of smooth or serrated edges that move transversely to the direction of 
travel. 
Knife hold down: Applies pressure to the knife sections and knife back in order to ensure 
close tolerances between the knife section and ledger plate or counter edge of the guard. 
Some modern designs incorporate the hold down into the top guard, and are adjustable. 
Wear Plate: Where used, a plate incorporated into the guard design that provides a bearing 
surface to apply horizontal forces to the knife section and knife back to counter forces 
generated by the incoming motion of crop. 
Sickle: The complete assembly of knife sections on the knife back. Includes fasteners and 
drive members such as the knife head. 
Cutter bar: The complete assembly of the sickle, guards, etc that form the cutting system of 
a header. 
In the next section we present a review of past techniques used in improving the performance 
of cutter bars. This is followed by an in-depth theoretical evaluation of four different cutter 
bar designs. These same designs were tested in both the laboratory and ~ eld environments. 
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The results are presented in the following two sections. Finally, conclusions are drawn and 
recommendations are given. 
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General Literature Review 
The cutting of crops has been occurring since the dawn of time. Crop cutting tools have been 
found dating back to the 3 S 00 B.C. or earlier with the earliest tools being made of flint or 
bone (Quick,1978). A chart, published in 1853 by Bennet Woodcroft, England's 
Commissioner of Patents, detailing various cutting styles is depicted in Figure 2. Every 
cutterbar in production today from the simple conventional cutter bar employed by Deere & 
Co, New Holland, Hesston and others, to the double sickle design of Busatis, to the 
continuous chain cutter bar developed and patented by Thomas Loftus finds its roots to 
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Figure 2. Compilation of cutting methods found in 1853 (Woodcroft 1853) 
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designs depicted in Woodcraft's chart. 
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Figure 3: Resonant frequency cutterbar drive 
In recent decades, many high-
performance cutter bar designs 
have been patented. One of the 
most common practices to increase 
cutter bar performance is to simply 
increase the speed of the cutting 
elements. While this will increase 
performance, there are constraints. 
As speed increases, wear rates of 
components also increase. Of 
greater concern though is that as 
the sickle speed increases, so do 
the forces generated on drive 
components. As the velocity of a 
cutter bar is increased, the forces 
due to acceleration increase to the 
second power. 
Work done by Allis Chalmers Corporation (Shupert, 1980) entitled "Resonant sickle drive 
with spring means at the opposite ends of the sickle" examined the attachment of adjustable 
torsion bars to the cutter bar (Figure 3). By properly adjusting the resonant frequency of the 
torsion bars, peak force experienced by the cutter bar at the ends of the stroke could be 
reduced, allowing much higher frequencies to be achieved using typical drive methods. 
Deere & Co. attempted to reduce wear and weight in their sickle when they filed patent # 
6467246 on a new knife section design (Figure 4). Deere & Co. reduced the acceleration 
forces on their sickle drive components by reducing weight through the use of specially 
placed cut outs. They also used the weight reduction to cause the knife section to break 
~~: i5?_ 
_ ~,.'--
~o 
~lo,~~'~``~ ~ ~~ ~ ~'"`~ --'~~"~-= Companies such as MacDon, Hesston, and New 
~ 1 ~ ~~~ ~~ -~`"~"'~~  " - Holland have adapted dual sickle drives in some 
J applications to allow for increased reciprocating 
speeds. By using two sickles instead of one, they 
Figure 4: Deere & Co. knife section have essentially halved the acceleration forces that 
the sickle drive experiences, thus increasing 
maximum sickle operating speeds. In addition to reducing acceleration forces, two counter-
acting sickles also reduce vibrations due to their dynamic balancing. 
R 
rather than guards if an obstruction comes into 
contact with the cutter bar. This helped to reduce 
repair costs, and increases the life of the guards. 
Some companies have looked at the standard reciprocating cutter bar with all of its 
limitations and gone to other modes of crop cutting. While still sticking to reciprocating 
motion, companies such as Enerossi and Busatis have assigned a dual sickle drive with two 
Figure 3: Enerossi cutter bar 
oscillating members that run the full 
length of the cutter bar (Figure 5). 
Enerossi's novel idea is to reciprocate 
both the knife sections as well as the 
guards. By stroking the sickle and 
guards on a 1.5 in (.03 8 m) stroke, loads 
have been reduced by half. They take 
effect of the performance advantages 
provided by stroking two sickles. 
Company literature claims maximum 
operating velocities of 10 mph (16 kph). 
Finally some companies have gone away from the reciprocating motion and have instead 
looked at the continuous or endless sickle. One such example is that of the Loftus cutter bar 
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in patent # 5845474 (Figure 4). This design does not have to worry about oscillatory 
acceleration forces on the drives, as it does not reciprocate, but instead travels in a 
continuous direction. This method has several advantages over the reciprocating cutter bar. 
If a knife section breaks, operation can continue as the mower does not rely on localized 
motion. Also sickle speeds can be increased to very high velocities, with only the 
acceleration of the sections being around the corner sprockets. However, there are draw 
backs to this system. If immovable objects are encountered, damage to the cutter bar is not 
localized, and may result in all the cutting edges being damaged. Also under unfavorable 
crop conditions, plant material can be carried the length of the cutter bar as this cutter bar is 
not self cleaning as the conventional cutter bar is. Crop material and build up from plant sap 
lead to very high loading of drive components. 
Figure 4: Loftus continuous cutter bar, Patent # 5845474, 1998. 
Much has been done to improve older ideas associated with mechanized cutting. This has 
lead to some improvements in the performance of harvesters, but often the exact 
contributions made by these improvements are unquanti~ed. Very few methods exist to 
quantify how a cutter bar performs, or are specific to certain styles of cutter bars. 
Several researchers have proposed theoretical methods to determine the cutting performance 
of a cutter bar. Kepner (1952), Quick and Mills (1978), and Person (1987)have been able to 
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generate cutting diagrams which can be used in predicting the performance of a cutter bar by 
looking at efficiency of a cutter bar. While they disagree slightly on the definition of 
efficiency, their methods are similar. They examined the path a cutter bar takes as it 
transverses ground, to determine where on this path poor cutting will occur. A more in-depth 
analysis of these methods can be found later on in this thesis. 
Other researcher such as Fisher- Schlemm (1941) looked at the motion of a plant stem as it 
comes into contact with a sickle section, and how it moves before being cut. A series of 
"snap shots" of the knife as it reciprocates are used to generate a series of two dimensional 
plots. These plots show the stubble profile perpendicular to the cutter bar. This method 
produces results that can predict actual stubble height for a given series of variables defining 
the cutter bar through the use of a planimeter. 
Finally, some researchers such as Klinner (1969) devoted time to the development of 
methods to field test cutter bar designs. Klinner developed a statistical collection method 
that looked at actual stem measurements from field trials to generate performance 
characteristics of several different mowers. He then quantified the quality of cut based on 
both the mean stubble height and its standard deviation. Smaller standard deviations indicate 
a higher quality of cut. 
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Part 1: Theoretical Comparison of Cutter Bars to Determine 
Cutting Effectiveness 
INTRODUCTION 
The ability to model the performance of farm equipment prior to commercial release is 
critically important to companies. Prototypes can be expensive and time consuming to build 
and test. 
Today, the hay and forage industry is undergoing a change in harvesting techniques. 
Producers are increasingly adopting disk mowers as a faster and more efficient way to 
harvest crops. Disc mowers have higher capacity and durability, but there are some 
drawbacks, such as operational danger, poor quality of cutting, and greater harvest losses. 
The need is for a better sickle bar design capable of higher speeds that can be an 
economically viable choice in today's market. 
Cutting efficiency can be theoretically measured through the use of a cutting diagram. A 
cutting diagram depicts the path of travel of the four edges of aknife-section as well as the 
guard's edge with respect to the field surface. Previously, theoretical analysis was performed 
by the evaluation of cutting diagrams using a planimeter. A planimeter is a device that 
measures physical area. This analysis can be improved through the use of modern tools. 
MathCAD can create cutting diagrams and mathematically measure areas quicker and more 
accurately than a planimeter. In addition, the MathCAD model can be easily modified to 
reflect minor changes in geometry of cutter bar components, thus effortlessly re-evaluating 
the cutting performance. For these reasons, a MathCAD model was used for the theoretical 
evaluations. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the literature, several ideas have been considered to assess sickle mower designs, and aid 
in theoretical layout of new cutting systems. Three methods are discussed in this paper; two 
methods define and determine cutting 
._~... , _gUQrd centers 
.~ ~ ~ ~ efflcienc while the third examines y 
`~~ ~ ways of minimizing areas of 
~~~ ~~ ~~' substandard cutting. 
~~rv~+flrd 
nx~tron 
f n ane S~n~t 
str©k+e 
f~ ~~ ~~ r k ~ r st o e as the area passed by the cutting ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Figure 5: Cutting diagram for 
a conventional sickle-bar 
mower. (Person, 1987) 
Several researchers have attempted to 
utilize the cutting diagram in 
predicting the performance of a 
reciprocating mower. 
To define cutting efficiency, Person 
(1987) divides a cutting diagram into 
two regions; areas of effective and 
ineffective cutting (Figure 5). Person 
defined the effective area of a sickle 
edge of the sickle section during the 
initial gathering and cutting motion of 
the section (Persson, 1987). Thus by 
definition, area BA1 of Figure 5 is the 
effective area, and areas BA2, BA3 and BA4 are ineffective areas where the crop is deflected 
prior to being cut. This deflection could be a result of either the guard causing deflections or 
crop being gathered between sickle sections only to be severed in the subsequent cut. The 
ratio of these areas defines cutting efficiency (Equation 1). 
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BAl 
BA1+BA2+BA3+BA4 
= Cuteff (1) 
Another method, developed by Quick and Mills (1978) defines cutting efficiency slightly 
differently. In their study, the ratio of the effective cutting area to the total area covered 
during the stroke was defined as cutting efficiency. The effective cutting area in their 
research is the polygon enclosed by the lines B 11-B9' -B 10-B11 in Figure 5. The efficiency is 
the area of this polygon divided the total shaded area and is shown in Eq. 2. This produces 
slightly lower cutting efficiency numbers than the method described by Persson. In both 
methods, the efficiency is calculated with the use of a planimeter, which is a device that 
measures physical area of a graph mechanically. 
PolyBl l — B9'—B10 — Bl 1 
= Cuteff 
BA1+BA2+BA3+BA4 
(Z> 
An earlier method cited in literature does not calculate cutting efficiency; instead the 
ineffective areas are of interest and are used only to visually compare different cutting 
systems (Kepner, 1952). Kepner attempted to "predict or evaluate the cutting action of the 
device, particularly in regard to the probable quality of the cutting j ob and the effect of the 
cutting action on the mechanical requirements of the mower". In doing so, Kepner 
developed several objectives to aid in quantifying the quality of the cutting action generated 
by a mower. These objectives are: 
1. Minimum deflection of stalks by the machine prior to cutting was considered 
essential for uniform stubble height length. 
2. The included angle between cutting edges must be small enough so that stalks 
will be cut rather than expelled forward. 
3. For clean cutting and minimum power requirements, it is desirable to have a high 
knife velocity during the entire portion of the stroke. 
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4. Cutting over a relatively large part of the cycle tends to reduce stalk deflection 
and reduces cutting forces."(Kepner, 1952) 
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Figure 6: Cutting diagram of 
conventional mower with a 3" 
feed rate. (Kepner, 1957) 
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To accomplish his objectives, Kepner 
superimposed the motion that plant stems 
take on a cutting diagram (Figure 6) and 
represented these paths as slip planes. 
Studies have shown that stems that come in 
contact with a moving sickle section, stay in 
contact with the section at their initial point 
of contact. Rarely do they slide in any 
direction except perpendicularly to the edge 
(stripping motion). (Schulze, 1953) The 
Slip planes are represented as the dashed 
lines labeled A 1-A 10 in Figure 6. 
Kepner found that at feed rates of over 1.55 
inches (.0393 m) per stroke on a 
conventional mower with a 3 in (.0762 m) 
stroke length, an area forms where crop 
bunches before being cut. This occurs in area Ao in Figure 6. Plant stems found in this area 
are first bunched between two adjacent sickle sections, and then are cut by the rear portion of 
the knife section on the subsequent knife stroke. Kepner found that this area produced 
undesirable effects due to the excessive forward deflection of plant stems, and the increased 
force required to shear the crop. This phenomenon is often observed in fields as small tufts 
of stems that are noticeably longer than the ones around them. 
The results of Kepner's research in which force calculations and stubble heights were 
recorded at various feed rates for both a conventional mower and fingerless double sickle 
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mower are displayed in Table 1. It should be noted that at low feed rates, side deflection of 
plant stems is the main source of stubble deflection. As the feed rate increases, forward 
deflection of crop by the sickle section increases until it becomes the main cause of 
deflection. The forward deflection is most severe in area Ao of the cutting diagram. In later 
works, Kepner states that the area Ao should be kept under 25% of the total area in order for 
acceptable cutting to occur (Kepner 1978). 
Table 1: Comparison of factors related to cutting (adapted from Kepner 1978) 
Cutting Force (Ibs/ft)  Stalk Deflection (in.) 
Knife Feed rate Average Maximum Maximum Area Stalk deft. Stalk deft. 
stroke (in./stroke) cutting first period rest of AO % Forward side 
(in.) force stroke total 
Conventional 
3-in. guard 
spacing 
3.0 1.5 SS 20 90 0 0.8 2.8 
3.0 2.0 77 115 95 9 1.3 2.9 
3.0 3.0 116 235 100 25 2.4 3.2 
Fingerless 
mower with 2 
active blades 
1.5 2.0 70 1 SO 80 17 1.8 1.4 
3.0 3.0 53 65 75 6 0.9 1.4 
Kepner's work has been cited in articles and text for theoretically evaluating a cutter bar. For 
this reason, in addition to being closely related to the stated methods developed by Quick and 
Mills, and Persson; Kepner's methods will be used in the evaluation of several cutter bars. 
The first application here is an investigation of the center overlap section of a dual sickle 
MacDon model 972 Harvest Header. Although Kepner's method may be crude, it provides a 
simple and quick analysis. This analysis uses a visual comparison of several cutter bar 
configurations. In second application of Kepner's method, four different cutter bars are 
compared numerically. This information will be compared with results from lab and field 
trials to determine the reliability of using such methods. 
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PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
Center Overlap Application 
The center overlap of a dual drive sickle has been identified as a problem area by 
manufacturers. Currently the center overlap section of a MacDon model 972 Harvest Header 
consists of dual sickles that overlap by two sickle section widths on the inboard stroke. The 
goal of this project is to determine how cutting performance will be affected if one section is 
removed from the left hand sickle so as to allow only one sickle section overlapping on the 
inboard stroke. With only one section overlapping, there is less material to lodge between 
sickles due to the improper sickle section alignment, causing poor cutting. These two 
approaches to the center overlap section will be evaluated. 
Microsoft Excel was used to generate cutting diagrams for the various configurations. The 
cutterbar motion was modeled assuming simple harmonic motion (Equation 3). 
Y = 2 * cos(2~ * f * t) 
r =stroke length 
f = cutterbar frequency (hz) 
t =time (sec) 
This sinusoidal motion was graphed along with ~~ 
(3) 
lines imposed representing the ledger plate edges 
of each guard. For each of the scenarios, a set of ~~.,~~~ ~ 
specific offsets and for the four corners of the 
sickle section were calculated (Figure 7) and ~ p4Figure 7: Plotted points of a sickle 
graphed creating the cutting diagrams. section 
When creating the cutting diagrams, parameters 
specific to each cutting configuration were entered to obtain the proper geometrical 
relationships. In each diagram, the sickle speed (1900 strokes/min), a forward speed (5 mph) 
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and knife dimensions were held constant. At 5 mph and 1900 strokes per minute, the feed 
rate for the cutter bar is 2.77in/stroke. 
Finally, with the three cutting diagrams generated, the area represented by Ao in Figures S, 6 
and 8 were shaded to accentuate ineffective cutting areas. In Figure 9 of the overlap section 
,~ .~ ~ . ~ ~,~„~ of the production MacDon 972 cutter bar, lines were 
P t . T c ~; ~„>~ ~ ~ overlaid representing the sickle section's cutting edge 
bide Gu+) 
3;d,~ ~~~, ~~ as it transverses the cutting plane. 
Pt, 5 (~ini.ih 
C1'r, to;) 
Pt. .t (5c~.-t 
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Figure 8: Cutting diagram for 
guardless mower with 3" stroke and 
feed rate. (Kepner, 1952) 
With the generation of the cutting diagrams 
completed and the ineffective areas highlighted, it 
appears the cutting diagram labeled "Double overlap 
~~ Smph" (Figure 9) has the best "theoretical cut." 
A standard non-overlap section of cutter bar 
comprised of a single sickle is depicted in Figure 10. 
Assuming the values found by Kepner in Table 1 are 
true for the all cutter bars having a 3" stroke, 3" guard 
spacing and 3"sickle section, the area Ao for this 
graph is approximately 21.5% of the total area 
covered in one stroke. This value was obtained by 
interpolating between the values given by Kepner in 
Table 1 for the specie c feed rate stated above. 
In the Figure 9, the center overlap section currently 
used in production cutter bars is seen to have no ineffective areas. The adjacent sections 
perform similarly to the rest of the cutter bar. The highlighted areas represent approx. 21.5% 
of the total area of one stroke. 
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The proposed alternative configuration for the center overlap is shown in Figure 11. In this 
diagram, there is no numerical difference between this one and the one depicting the standard 
cutter bar (Figure 10). The areas of ineffective cutting are the same size in area as ones 
found on the rest of the knife, except they occur at a location offset by one stroke.. The 
ineffective area is still approx. 21.5% of the area. Thus, no theoretical advantage is achieved 
with this design compared to the standard sickle configuration. 
C3oub)e overlap ~ 5mph and 1900spm. For MacDon 
(in} 
Figure 9: Cutting Diagram of the overlap section of a MacDon cutter bar. 
When observing the ineffective areas of the cutting diagrams, one can compare the center 
overlap sections to non-overlap sections. If the cutting action was perfect, then the center 
overlap section would cut better than the rest of the knife by reducing the peak cutting forces, 
and producing a uniform stubble height, as tabulated in Table 1. Forces for a feed rate of 3 
18 
Standard cutterbar ~5mph for Ma~Don 
{in} 
Figure 10: Cutting diagram of a MacDon cutter bar at Smph and 1900 spm 
in. per stroke are reduced by 54% for the double overlap section over other sections in the 
knife, and stubble deflection is reduced from 3.2 in. to 1.4 in. for side deflection and from 2.4 
in. to .9 in for forward deflection. When assessing the alternative center overlap sections, no 
advantages are achieved with that configuration. 
In practice, the cutting in the current production overlap is not perfect. The poor orientation 
of the cutting edges may in some conditions tend to wedge and not properly cut crop. This 
could lead to higher peak loads on the cutterbar. The alternative center overlap section 
should perform as well as any other location along the cutterbar. 
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Single overlap ~ 5mph and 190Ospm. For MacDon 
Figure 11: Cutting diagram of proposed center overlap design 
Comparison of Four Cutter Bars using the Cutting Diagram 
The standard MacDon and the 
aftermarket Crary cutting system will 
be theoretically compared to two 
variations of a prototype cutter bar. 
The aftermarket Crary cutting system 
differs from the current production 
cutter bar in that it possess a small 
point or stub guard in between the 
two normal guard points as seen in 
Figure 12. This configuration allows 
for two cuts to be made during each 
stroke as well as reducing the side 
Figure 12: Crary Gold'N' Cut guard 
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f 
/r  ~1 ~ ~ degrees out of phase from each 
~ ~ 
`, other. The cutter bars differ from 
i ~~ _L, _.~- ~ ; ~, each other in the width of the T ~ ~ 
_1_  
i i i ~i i ~ sickle sections and guards. One 
~ ~ ~~ C~ i0 ~~ C~ ~ 
~ ~ r ~ i i ~  uses a 2 inch .0508 m wide uard ~ ) g f ~ t 
~~ ,~ ~ ~~ ! ,~ and sickle section on a 3 inch 
~ ► ~ r ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~~ ~i ~~ ~ ~ ~i ~` ~~ ~ i (.0762 m) guard spacing. The other 
uses a 1.5 inch (.03 62 m) wide 
guard and sickle section on a 3 
inch (.0762 m) guard spacing. An example of this cutter bar can be seen in Figure 13. By 
operating 90 degrees out of phase, one sickle is cutting crop material while the other is at the 
end of the stroke reversing directions. This allows for almost continuous cutting of crop 
material, while with a standard cutter bar, the sickle spends a proportion of time not engaging 
the crop while under the guard at the end of the stoke. 
t I 
Figure 13: Prototype cutter bar 
deflection of a plant stem. The 
prototype cutter bars consists of 
two sickles that transverse the full 
`~'~~~  width of the header and operate 90 
The primary goal of this project is to theoretically predict the cutting performance of the four 
cutter bars listed above. The predicted cutting performance will then be compared to actual 
lab and field data that will be measured later. 
METHODS 
Each cutterbar was mathematically modeled using MathCAD software, and the area that AO 
occupies on the cutting diagram was found. This was then turned into a percentage of the 
total area. 
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The MathCAD model depicting the 1.5 inch prototype cutter bar can be found in the 
appendix. The model was developed in such a way that the variables that affect the geometry 
of the system could be easily changed in order to allow several different cutter bars to be 
analyzed. Forward velocity, section width, sickle speed, guard width, and coordinates of 
sickle section corners (Figure 7) are all user defined. From entered data, the program 
calculates the feed rate fr (in./stroke) of the cutter bar (Equation 4). 
fr = 1056fvspm 
fv =forward velocity (mph) 
spm =cutter bar speed (strokes/min.) 
(4) 
The model then creates the cutting diagram based on simple harmonic motion (Equation 3) 
using the feed rate. The simple harmonic motion equation is then offset corresponding to the 
four edges of the knife-section (Figure 7). Equations 5 to 8 show the four equations relating 
to the edges of the knife section. The 4.5 value in each equation is a bias that offsets the 
equations so that all values are positive. 
~ 2~z y, =~*cos —*x +4.S+p1
~ fr i 
y2 = r*cos/2~ *x\ +4.5+ p2
~ f~' i 
Y3 = r *cos/ 
2~z * ~x + psx )\ + 4.5 + p3
~ fY ~ 
/2~ 
* (x +pax) + 4.S + pay4 = r *cos ~ fr 
r= stroke length/2 
py knife edge offset in y direction 
pXX= knife edge offset in x direction 
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Equations 9-14 represent the linear paths that the guard edges take through the field. The 6 
and 3 in the equations are biases that correspond to the 4.5 found in equations 5-8. 
g, = 6 
_ 6 _gn
g2 
2 
g 3 — 6 
g4 = 3 + 
~' 
2 
~' 
2 
3 + gn 
gs 2 
g6 = 3
gw= width of guard at base of point 
gn= width of guard at point of cut farthest forward 
For the prototype cutter bars, a second set of equations representing the 2nd sickle are used. 
These equations are similar to equations 5 to 8, but include a term offsetting the knife section 
90 degrees in the x direction. These equations are given in Figure A2 of the appendix. The 
path traveled by the two knife-section edges along with the guard edges form the cutting 
diagram in Figure 4 and Appendix A3. 
MathCAD calculates the area of inefficiency of the cutting diagram using mathematical 
integration. First, the limits of integration (11-1~o) must be determined. The limits fall at 
certain intersections of knife-edge paths as depicted in Figure 14. MathCAD requires an 
approximate value for each limit before determining the exact limit. An example of 
approximate and exact limits is given in Figure AS of the appendix. Note that the specific 
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(15) 
tot e = f ya ~x~ — ga ~x~ 
t, 
t, ~, t~ (16) 
ror3 = f Y~~x)— Ss~x~+ f S~~x)— Ss~x~+ Jy~~x)— gs~x~x 
i, t, rs
(17) 
(18) 
gt = (l5 — l4 )(2) 
(19) 
locations of the limits vary depending upon the inputs. C.~nce these limits have been 
determined, MathCAD calculates the areas of inefficiency according to the equations 15-23. 
Equations 1.5, 20, and 21 are combined with equation 22 to calculate the area shaded in figure 
0 
3 
Blade #~ 
~ t 
7,25 11.5 
x 
15.75 
1 
Figure l~: hutting diagram depicting limits of integration anal 
the area of inefficiency 
l~ 
1~ c~ 
slier = yl {x~— ~y,~~x~C~x 
ly 
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ga 01= 
ga 02 = 
(l3 — l2~+ 
-_ ~ 
gn  
~ _ _ 
2, 
l3 — tan(.349) 
~2 
—1, 
~2 2~ 
* gn 
2 
l2
gw gn 
* 2 2 
2 
(20) 
(21) 
Ao =tote + ga01 + ga02 — f Ya fix) — gs ~x)~ — f Ya fix) — Y2~ ~x)dx — (l, — Z ) * g n (22) 
tot = tot3 + gb + gt 
(23) 
Equations 20 and 21 calculate the area found under the guard, where as equation 15 finds the 
area missed by the knife sections in between the guards. The total area that is covered by the 
stroke of one knife section is determined using equations 16, 18, and 19. Equation 24 
calculated the percent inefficiency. In cases were velocity is over approx. 11 mph, equation 
17 depicts a sliver that forms due to changes in geometry. This sliver is counted as an area of 
inefficiency. when this case occurs, equation 25 must be used to end the area of 
lne 1Clency. 
ineff = to * 100 (24) 
ineff = `~ +sliver  * 100 (25) 
tot 
Each of the cutter bars were theoretically analyzed at speeds ranging from 5 . S mph to 14 
mph. Once a cutter bar reached an area of substandard cutting greater than 25%, no further 
analysis were considered as areas of greater inef~ ciency were considered an unsatisfactory 
cut by Kepner (1952). For the two prototype cutter bars, the MathCAD model is unable to 
perform calculations at speeds over 14 mph as the geometric relationship that the model is 
based on changes. The integration method of calculating area can no longer be used as some 
lines no longer intersect. However, a speed of 14 mph is sufficient as currently sickle-bar 
mowers do not operate speeds over 7 mph in most conditions. 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Results of the theoretical analysis are shown in Figure 15 and contain several specific details 
about the four cutter bars in question. The standard MacDon cutter bar can be compared 
directly to the cutter bar used by Kepner for his work in 1978 (Table 1) as they contain 
similar geometric conditions i.e. similar stroke length, guard width, and section width. The 
MacDon cutterbar has an 18.1 %inefficiency at a feed rate of 3.05 S in./stroke. At this feed 
rate, the cutterbar tested by Kepner had an inefficiency of 25%. The improvement of the 
MacDon is primarily due to the change in geometries between sickle sections and guards of 
1978 and today. Sections are longer and the guards are narrower now, thus lowering the area 
of inefficiency, and increasing the amount of area covered per stroke. However, at speeds 
below 7 or 8 mph for the 1.5" and 2" prototype cutter bars, the difference in inefficiency of 
the cutter bars is negligible as they approach 0% inefficiency. 
From the MathCAD outputs, the 2" prototype guard performed best followed by the 1.5" 
prototype guard (Figure 15). This confirms Kepner's recommendations for good cutter bar 
design. The prototype guards should have minimum stalk deflection due to the wider guards. 
Also, cutting takes place over a large portion of the cutting diagram due to the second sickle. 
Finally, since the cutting takes place primarily in a narrow region at the center of the sickle 
stroke, cutting velocities will be higher than the MacDon cutter bar. 
The analysis of the Crary cutter bar is of particular concern in this study as it is identical to 
that of the MacDon cutter bar. Figure 16 shows the cutting diagram for the Crary cutter bar. 
There appears to be no benefit over the standard MacDon Cutter bar. This confirms the 
analysis of the MathCAD Model which predicted similar results. The stubble produced by 
the Crary cutter bar should be more uniform due to the smaller amount of side deflection of 
the stems prior to being cut than the MacDon cutter bar. 
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Forward Speed Vs. Cutter Bar Inefficiency 
30.00% - 
♦ MacDon and Crary Cutter bar 
®1.5" Prototype Cutter bar 
♦ 2" Prototype Cutter bar 
25.00% - 
20.00% - 
c 
.c~i 15.00% 
a~ c 
■ 
■ 
10.00% 
5.00% 
0.00% 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Forward Velocity (mph) 
Figure 15 : Calculated theoretical inef~ ciency 
i i 
Figure 16: Cutting diagram of Crary Gold'N' Cut cutter bar 
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This discrepancy will need to be investigated further in lab and field tests as this could raise 
questions about the validity of the theoretical model 
CONCLUSIONS 
Following the analysis; theoretically the best cutting system is the 2" prototype. With this 
cutter bar, speeds in excess of 10 mph should be possible, while minimizing forward 
deflection of crop. The reduction of the bunched crop material should reduce the amount of 
excessively long stems left uncut in the field, leaving a more uniform stubble. 
As speed increases, the average stem height will still increase slightly due to the distance 
traveled before being cut while in contact with the sickle section. The acceptable cut heights 
can only be determined by the operator and how close to the ground the field must be cut. 
The length of cut may not be of concern to one who harvests small grains, but to a farmer 
harvesting hay, long stems show missed profits. One area of concern that the prototype 
guards have that is not addressed by this theoretical model is the amount of gathering space 
available between the guards for the crop to enter. In heavy crop, this could limit forward 
speed due to plugging of material. 
Based on the objectives from Kepner's research on effective cutting, the prototype cutter bars 
theoretically possess the ability to perform better than the current cutter bar. Stem deflection 
should be less for this cutter bar than the current cutter bar, the knife speed during cutting 
will be higher due to the wider guards forcing crop away from the end of the sickle stroke, 
and there will be cutting occurring over a larger portion of the stroke due to the second knife. 
While the Crary cutter bar did not show improvements based on the cutting diagram, 
sideways stem deflection of crop material should be reduced, and thus at slower speeds 
should have a better cut than does the standard production MacDon Cutterbar. This cannot 
be confirmed without either lab or field trials. Field work is needed to establish the potential 
of the new cutter bars to increase harvest velocities and efficiency. 
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APPENDIX 
MathCAD Analysis 
MACDON 1.5 IN PROTOTYPE CUTER BAR 
fv := 12 
w := 1.5 
spm : = 1900 
1900 
cps ~= 
60 2 
5280 
inps := fv• 12• 
3 600 
inps 
m:= 
cps 
m 
fr •_ —
2 
x := 0, .001..35 
gw := 1.5 
gn :_ .765 
pl :_ .19685 
p2 :_ —.19685 
w 
p3 := 2
_ —w 
p4• 2
p3X:= 2.12 
cps = 15.833 
inps = 211.2 
fr = 6.669 
FORWARD VELOCITY 
SECTION WIDTH 
SECTION SPEED 
CUTTER BAR FREQUENCY 
FEED RATE 
FORWARD DISTANCE 
GUARD WIDTH 
DEFINITIONS OF POINT LOCATION O~ 
Y DIRECTION OFFSET SICKLE SECTION 
X DIRECTION OFFSET 
Figure A 1: MathCAD inputs 
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Knife A Motion Equations Guard Motion Equations 
/ 2•~ ~ 
•X 
~ m ~ 
~ 2~ ~ 
•X 
~m ~ 
+ 4.5 + p i
+ 4.5 + p2
y3(x) := 1.ScosL2m •~x+ p3~J + 4.5 + p3 
y4(x) := 1.5•cosL2~ •~x+ p3~~ + 4.5 + p4
Knife B Motion Equations 
/ 2• ~ ~ ~ 
•x- — 
~m 
+ 4.5 + p i
+ 4.5 + p2
y23(x) := l.ScosL2m •~x+ p3~J — 21 + 4.5 + p3 J 
y24(x) := 1.5•cosL2~ •~x+ p3~J — 21 + 4.5 + p4 J 
Figure A2: Motion equations 
gl(x) := 6 
n 
2 
g3~X) ~= 6 — 
gw 
2 
g6(x) := 3 
2 
2 
30 
10 10 
Y I { x) 
Y 2 { x) 
Y 3 { x) 
Y 4 { x) 7.5 
Y 21 { x) 
Y 22 { x~ 
y 23 { x} 
Y 24{x) 5 
g 1{x) 
g 2 { x) 
g 3 { x) 
g 4 { x) 2.5 
g5{xt 
g 6 { x} 
0 
3 
7.25 
Cutting Diagram 
~ 1 i 
1 I.5 15.75 20 
x 20 
Figure A3: Cutting diagram depicting the knife edge paths for the 1.5" cutterbar at 12 mph 
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Yl(x) := yl(x) 
Y2(X) := y2(X) 
Y3(x) := y3(x) 
Y4(x) := y4(x) 
Y21(x) := y21(x) 
Y23(x) := y23(x) 
Gl(x) := g 1(x) 
G2(x) := g2(x) 
G3(x) := g3(x) 
G4(x) := g4(x) 
GS(x) := gs(x) 
G6(x) := g6(x) 
Figure A4: Redefining variables for calculations 
X:= 7 
Given 
Yl (x) = GS(x) 
11 := Find(x) 
11 = 7.737 
X := 9 
Given 
Yl (x) = Y4(x) 
12 := Find(x) 
12 = 10.751 
x:= 13 
Given 
Y4(x) = G4(x) 
13 := Find(x) 
13 = 14.554 
x:= 11 
Given 
Yl(x) = G2(x) 
14 := Find(x) 
14 = 11.407 
x:= 14 
Given 
Y2(x) = G2(x) 
15 := Find(x) 
15 = 14.406 
X:= 15 
Given 
Y2(x) = GS(x) 
16 := Find(x) 
16 = 18.077 
x := 11 x := 12 
Given Given 
Y21(x) = GS(x) Yl(x) = Y23(x) 
17 := Find(x) 110 := Find(x) 
17 = 11.072 110 = 12.435 
x:= 11 
Given 
Y4(x) = Y21(x) 
18 := Find(x) 
18 = 13.235 
x:= 7 
Given 
Yl(x) = Y23(x) 
19 := Find(x) 
19 = 8.788 
Figure A5: Determination of limits of integration 
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INTEGRATION TO DETERMINE AREAS OF 
INEFFICIENCY USING KEPNERS METHOD 
12
tot 1 := yl(x) — gs(x) dx 
11
13 
tot2 := y4(x) — g4(x) dx 
12
14 15 x'16 
tot3 := yl(x) — gs(x) dx + g2(x) — g5(x) dx + y2(x) — gs(x) dx 
i l 14 15 
110 
sliver := Yl(x) — Y23(x) dx 
19
sliver = 0.704 
gn 
gb ~_ ~i6 — 11~-2 
gb=3.955 gt:=~15 -14~•g2 gt=1.147 
/ gam, gn ~ 
ga01:= L~13 -12~+ - 13 —tan(.349)• /gW — ~\1-1211. 
2 2 ~ 
~ 2 2 /~ JJ 2gW gn ~ ~ gn \ 
ga02:= 1 tan(349)• — I 
_ 2 2/ 1 \ 2/ 
17 r is 
tot 1 = 2.507 
tot2 = 3.881 
tot 3 = 14.906 
ga01 = 1.3 73 
ga02 = 2.556 
gn AO := tot2 +ga01 +ga02 — Y4(x) — GS(x) dx — Y4(x) — Y21(x) dx — (17 — 11)• 
12 1~ 
AO = 3.533 
Figure A6: Calculation of areas of inefficiency 
2 
tot := tot 3 + gb + gt tot = 20.008 
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AO
ineff :_ • 100 
tot 
ineff = 17.65 7 
If over 11 MPH then ineff is 
AO +sliver 
ineff :_ • 100 
tot 
ineff = 21.178 
Figure A7: Outputs 
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Part 2: Laboratory Testing of Cutter Bars to Determine Cutting 
Effectiveness 
INTRODUCTION 
Over 60 million acres of forage are produced annually in the US. Timeliness of harvest plays 
an important role in producing a quality forage product, and in a time of high capacity large 
balers and forage harvesters, the mower can become the limiting factor in the overall 
harvesting operation. Disk mowers, capable of operating at high speeds have dominated the 
market. This places the traditional reciprocating sickle bar mower of conventional design at a 
marketing disadvantage. For the sickle mower to be competitive, the cutter bar must be 
improved to allow higher operating speeds while maintaining a satisfactory quality of cut. A 
method is needed to evaluate the quality of cut that mowers produce so that new designs can 
be compared to current cutting systems. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
According to research done by North Dakota State University and University of Wisconsin, 
one-half ton per acre of alfalfa is left un-harvested for each one to two inches of alfalfa 
stubble left standing (Meyer, 1994; Wiersma, 2000). This finding illustrates the importance 
of cutting as close to the desired height as possible. In addition, special attention must be 
placed on the evenness of cut as a ragged, uneven cut is undesirable to producers and also 
leaves valuable crop material in the ~ eld. Average stubble height, and the standard deviation 
about that height are important factors upon which evaluations can be made. 
While field testing produces the most valuable and dependable results, a method that is less 
costly would be beneficial for evaluating prototype cutter bars. Work done by Dr. Graeme 
Quick showed that lab tests using hollow plastic straws or sticks as a simulated crop material 
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could effectively mirror cutting performance in soybeans (Figure 17). In these tests, single 
rows of simulated crop were fed into a cutterbar at various feed rates that were set by 
changing the cutterbar frequency. 
This experiment has two main 
T 
~ 5 . C; fVf.)N1 . C~.l T .T i NG Fri_ I GN T 4 1 N 
KEEL iNtIEX 1 .?`i 
RATE 0~
... ADVANCE 2 • 5 ~RF 
c~ ~. •~ 
,,~ 
ob'ectives. The first is to establish ~ ~,, ~ ~a. ~ ~ ~~~~EA~s ~~ 
~. assessment `' 4~'~ suitable cutting criteria. ~ .~ ~~' PI, ~s~~~- • 
The second objective is to determine a ~, ~ • ~ ST ~ ~~ ~~' ; ~ ~ -~ c:~ <r
,~ ~n 
statistically valid relationship between `~ ~ - - ~~ `' 
r_ 
each of the four cutter bars in a lab "' ~ ~' -~ ~ ~ ~ + --~M --~ ' _ - ~ ° • ~' 
F:j i 
setting. These cutter bars consist of a 
production MacDon guard, the 
aftermarket Gold' N' Cut Cra uard height comparison (Quick, 1972) r`Y g 
which incorporates a short ledger surface in between each normal guard point, and two 
prototype MacDon guards that operate in a novel fashion by having the sickles reciprocating 
90 degrees out of phase from each other. The cutter bars are to be tested at various forward 
cx, 
0 ~~, 
~n A~1'~ANC 
L`~ I 
R A 7 I ~j 
!.5 
speeds, ranging from three to twelve mph. 
Figure 17: Plastic sticks and soybean stubble 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
Before any tests were conducted, several factors had to be evaluated to determine the best 
test procedures. Of primary concern in these lab tests was the proper number of rows to cut 
in between a single guard in order to give the best representation of cutter bars in the field. 
In reviewed documents, only a single row of simulated crop material had been cut and this 
aligned with the geometric center of the guards on the cutter bar. This gave an 
approximation of how a cutter bar would perform, but did not show the complete detail of 
each cut. Previously conducted research on cutting diagrams showed that the areas where the 
longest stems should occur appear along the guard ledger surface (Kepner, 1956). A cutting 
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Figure 18: Cutting diagram showing areas 
of inefficiency 
diagram is provided highlighting the area 
where the largest stem deflections will 
occur (Figure 18). items near point Q 
have the Longest cut lengths, especially at 
high feed rates where the forward 
deflection of stems is the largest 
contributing factor to uneven stubble 
length. A single row of stems fed in the 
center line of a guard will not show the 
extremes of a cut, In order to gain a better 
estimate of how a cutter bar will perform, 
more rows of material are needed. 
A series of tests were conducted in which 
blocks with either three or five rows of 
match stick bamboo stems were fed into a cutterbar to determine the proper number of rows 
that are needed to extract the desired information. The blocks with three rows had stems 
placed on a 0.75 in. (0.019m) square hole spacing and the blocks with five rows had the 
stems placed on a 0.5 in. (0.012 m) square hole spacing. Each block was 13.5 in (0.342 m) in 
length. For the tests, a cutter bar was outfitted with MacDon brand stub guards, and a series 
of tests for each block was conducted. Figures 19 and 20 show the results of the lab tests. 
From the results, it can be seen that the S row data showed an increasing trend in height and 
standard deviation; where as the three row data did not show this predicted trend, This is 
thought to be caused by the increased number of stems, as the S row block contained 13 S as 
compared to the 42 that made up the 3 raw block. In addition to showing a better trend, the 
data show less scatter from run to run proving that the runs would be repeatable with minimal 
variation in data.. 
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The trials were used as a static proving ground for using the matchstick bamboo as a 
simulated crop material as well. The material was chosen because it is a natural fiber, had 
the approximate diameter of alfalfa stubble or wheat stems, and was available through out the 
year from any hardware store. However, the material as supplied proved too stiff for the 
tests: many stems broke off due to contact with the underside of the cutter bar support 
channel. This problem was alleviated by soaking the stems overnight in water to give them 
greater flexibility. 
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METHOD S 
A frame was designed and built to mount a 
model 972 harvest header at fixed height of 
34" above ground level (Figure 21). This 
allowed for an electric trolley carrying 
simulated crop material to pass under it. A 
ten H.P. three phase motor was acquired and 
linked to a dual V- belt reduction of 1.6:1 
mounted on the header frame to obtain the 
manufacturer's specified drive head speed 
of 925 rpm or 1845 strokes per minute. The 
setup for the prototype guards was created using an extender bar attached to the top of the 
LHS sickle. Holes were drilled at the proper locations to accept the various sickle sections 
used in testing and to ensure that a proper ledger indexing was achieved. Two inch wide 
sickles were used for the two inch wide prototype guards with the only modifications to the 
sickle section being the counter sinking of the holes at 90 degrees. For the 1.5 inch guard, a 
3 inch wide sickle section with 2 points was used. One point of each section was removed to 
create the proper sickle geometry, and the fastening holes were counter sunk as stated above. 
Figure 21: 972 harvest header support 
frame 
Additionally, a self propelled trolley using a one HP motor was constructed (Figure 22). To 
obtain the desired velocities of 3, 6, 9 and 12 
mph, the motor power was transmitted through a 
series of gear reductions. Measured velocities 
were 3.12, 6.25, 8.79, and 11.98 mph. An 
adjustable deck was included in the trolleys 
design to allow for material to be cut at any 
stubble up to 20 inches. To fix the simulated crop 
material to the trolley, blocks of 1/ 2"  plywood 
were taken and a grid pattern of 1/8" holes were drilled'/2"  apart. Each block had 5 columns 
Figure 22: Self-propelled trolley 
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and 27 rows of holes in which matchstick bamboo could be fastened. The block length was 
chosen so that at the highest cutting speeds, a minimum of one full cycle of the sickle had 
occurred while stems were being cut. Two blocks were stacked on top of each other, and 
after a matchstick bamboo stem was placed in each hole, a horizontal force was applied to 
the bottom block to lock the material in place. 
During test runs, there were dif~ culties in achieving the maximum velocity of 12 mph in the 
limitations of a 70 ft track. An electronic timer monitored the trolley's velocity by measuring 
the time it took for two locations of known distance apart to cross the sensor switch. An 
electronic diagram of the circuitry can be seen in Appendix B. Three test runs for each 
velocity were conducted to obtain sensor output values that could be averaged and then 
compared with reading taken during experimental runs to ensure that the proper speed was 
achieved. Appendix C contains the predicted speeds and actual speeds that the cart reached 
for each test. 
To statistically compare the four designs of guards over a range of speeds, a completely 
random split-plot design experimental set-up was used (Appendix A). The order for the 
guards was randomly assigned. Each guard was then assigned a random order of the four 
velocities. Since the guards remain fixed for testing each velocity, the velocities were nested 
within each guard. The guards served as the whole plot in the experiment and the velocities 
were the subplot treatments. An Analysis of Variance Table (ANOVA) (Table 2) 
appropriate for the above design was then constructed in order to ensure that all required 
Table 2: ANOVA table for lab tests 
Source Deg. Freedom 
Reps 3 
Knife 3 
Error (Knife) 9 
Velocity 3 
Knife*Velocity 9 
Error (Velocity) 36 
Total 63 
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relationships could be tested for significance. Stubble height was recorded for each of the 
13 5 individual stems in the block during each run. After four repetitions, a total of 64 test 
runs were conducted. 
During each test run, every hole in the wooden blocks was filled with a 12" long matchstick 
bamboo that had been pre-soaked in water for approx. 24 hours previous to the experiment. 
Once the cart had been properly configured for velocity, and the proper sickle and guard 
combination had been placed on the test stand, the cutting height was checked according to 
ASAE standard 5472 and adjusted to the desired three inch cutting height. Next, the cart was 
propelled into the cutterbar, while monitoring the speed to ensure the predetermined velocity 
had been achieved. Afterwards, the length of each stem was measured and recorded for 
analysis. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The analysis of the data using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) and more specifically the 
Mixed Procedure and Regression Procedure commands resulted in the data summarized in 
Figure 23 and Figure 24. SAS code and SAS results are found in Appendix D. Proc Mixed 
was used in this analysis because it took into account both fixed and random effects. For the 
analysis of mean stubble height, a weighting factor was used to account for the large 
variance. This weighting factor was 1/variance. The weighting factor was not used for the 
analysis of the standard deviation of the stubble height, as it was found that the variability of 
this effect was similar within treatments. 
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Proc Reg was used to determine both linear and quadratic regression equations generating the 
regression curves found in Figure 23 and Figure 24. The regression equations Of the stubble 
height were weighted using 1 /variance. These equations can be found in Table 3 and Table 
4. These equations give an expected performance value based on the forward velocity. It 
can be seen that the quadratic equations better ~t the data, and show how as the velocity 
increases, stubble height and standard deviation Of stubble height grow exponentially. 
Table 3: Stubble height weighted regression equations 
Linear R-square Quadratic R-square 
Crary 
MacDon 
2" prototype 
1.5" prototype 
v = ve ocity 
Table 4: Standard deviation Of stubble height regression equations 
2.99 + 0.079v 
2.82 + 0.141v 
3.05 + 0.063v 
3.05 + 0.05 6v 
0.92 
0.93 
0.93 
0.94 
3.21 - 0.01 l lv + 0.00769v2 0.97 
3.13 + 0.0113v + 0.0108v2 0.98 
3.16 + 0.0182v + 0.00353v2 0.95 
3.11 + 0.0345v + 0.0017v2 0.94 
Crary 
MacDon 
2" prototype 
1.5" prototype 
V = Ve OClty 
Linear 
-0.3 69 + 0.13 7v 
-0.389 + 0.172v 
-0.0630 + 0.069v 
-0.130 + 0.0852v 
R-square Quadratic R-square 
0.83 
0.93 
0.72 
0.73 
0.446 - 0.127v + 0.0175v2
-0.248 + 0.126v + 0.0031 v2
0.184 - 0.0108v + 0.0053v2
0.294 - 0.0527v + 0.0091 v2
0.93 
0.93 
0.75 
0.79 
There were statistical differences between the cutter bars and between the different velocities 
as well as interactions occurring between guard configurations and velocities. The estimate 
command line was used to gain further information about the specifics Of these differences. 
When using the orthogonal coefficients for the regression, the x values were assumed to be 
equally spaced for the analysis. All cutter bars were compared to the MacDon cutter bar. 
Results for the comparisons between the whole plot treatments are summarized in Table 5 
and Table 6. 
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Table 5: Comparisons between whole plot treatments for stubble height 
Estimate Standard Error DF t value Pr > t 
Production vs. 0.2 8 0.019 3 9.3 14.49 < 0.0001 
prototype 
MacDon vs. -0.3 0 0.03 3 44. S -9.08 < 0.0001 
Crary 
MacDon vs. 0.46 0.030 42.7 15.36 < 0.0001 
1.5" prototype 
MacDon vs. 0.40 0.029 42.2 13.64 < 0.0001 
2" prototype 
Crary vs. 1.5" 0.1 S 0.025 34.5 6.33 < 0.0001 
prototype 
Crary vs. 2.0" 0.10 0.024 33.1 4.11 0.0002 
prototype 
1.5" vs 2" 0.05 0.019 19 2.91 0.0090 
Prototype 
Table 6: Comparisons between whole plot treatments for standard deviation of stubble height 
Estimate Standard Error DF t value Pr > t 
Production vs. 0.3 0 0.03 9 9 7.69 < 0.0001 
prototype 
MacDon vs. -0.23 0.055 9 -4.28 0.0020 
Crary 
MacDon vs. 0.3 9 0.05 S 9 7.13 < 0.0001 
1. S" prototype 
MacDon vs. 0.44 0.05 5 9 8.03 < 0.0001 
2" prototype 
Crary vs. 1.5" 0.16 0.055 9 2.85 0.0191 
prototype 
Crary vs. 2.0" 0.21 0.055 9 3.75 0.0046 
prototype 
1.5" vs 2" -0.04 0.05 5 9 -0.90 0.3 923 
Prototype 
From the analysis of stubble height, several general claims about cutter bar performance can 
be made. The first is that the Prototype guards are statistically better than the two production 
guards (MacDon and Crary) when results from the whole plot treatments are analyzed 
together. Breaking this down, the Crary, 1.5" prototype, and 2" prototype are all statistically 
better than the MacDon cutter bar. Also the Prototype cutterbars are statistically better than 
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the Crary cutter bar. No difference can be detected between the prototype cutter bars. The 
information of the most importance comes when looking at the interactions between cutter 
bars and velocities. The mean recorded stubble heights as well as their standard deviations 
are listed in Table 7. 
Another method besides whole plot comparisons involved examining the relationship 
between mean stubble height and standard deviation at each of the velocity subplot treatment 
levels. Comparisons of the MacDon cutter bar to the others can be seen in Table 8 and Table 
9. 
The Crary guards proved to be statistically better than the MacDon guards at 6, 9, and 12 
mph by 0.18, 0.50, and 0.55 inches respectively at the 95% level. The two inch prototype 
guard proved to be statistically better than the MacDon guard at 6, 9, and 12 mph by 0.19, 
0.59, and 0.83 inches respectively. The 1.5 inch prototype guard proved to be statistically 
better than the MacDon guard by 0.22, 0.64, and 0.92 inches at 3, 6, 9 and 12 mph. The 
prototype guards proved to be statistically superior to the Crary guard at 9 and 12 mph with 
the 2" prototype being 0.08, and 0.28 inches better, and the 1.5" prototype being 0.15, and 
0.37 inches better respectively. The only statistical difference between prototype guards 
occurred at 12 mph where the 2" prototype showed a 0.08 inch improvement over the 1.5" 
prototype. Due to the large number of comparisons made, an alpha level of 0.001 is used to 
show significance. By the Bonferroni theory, this alpha level will have the same probability 
of type I error as an alpha level of 0.05. 
The standard deviations about the mean stubble heights for each of the four guards were 
compared. The standard deviation gives a good approximation of how uneven or ragged the 
stubble left by a cutterbar will be. A smaller standard deviation indicates a more even cut. 
Results comparing whole plot treatments are found in Table 6. 
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Table 7: Mean recorded stubble heights of cutter bars 
3 mph 6 mph 9 mph 12 mph 
Height Std. Height Std. Height Std. Height Std. 
(in.) Dev. (in.) Dev. (in.) Dev (in.) Dev. 
MacDon 3.27 0.20 3.62 0.58 4.19 1.18 4.77 1.68 
Crary 3.26 0.21 3.44 0.37 3.69 0.65 4.22 1.45 
2" Prototype 3.26 0.20 3.43 0.33 3.61 0.50 3.94 0.82 
1.5" Prototype 3.24 0.21 3.40 0.34 3.55 0.52 3.85 0.98 
Table 8: Differences in mean stubble heights of cutter bars 
3 mph 6 mph 9 mph 12 mph 
MacDon - Cra ~' 0.01 0.18* 0.50* 0.55*
MacDon - 2" Prototype 0.01 0.19 0.5 8 0.83 
MacDon - 1.5" Prototype 0.04 0.22* 0.64* 0.92*
Crary-2" Prototype 0.00 0.01 0.08* 0.28*
Crary-1.5" Prototype 0.02 0.05 0.1 S * 0.3 7*
2"-1.5"Prototype 0.02 0.04 0.06 _ 0.08* 
Significant difference at a = 0.001 
As with the earlier analysis, first the production guards (MacDon and Crary) were compared 
to the two prototype guards. This showed that the prototypes were an improvement over the 
production guards. These were then broken down into comparisons of individual guards 
inside the whole plot treatment. The prototype guards were significantly better than the 
MacDon Range guard. No other differences showed statistical significance. Table 9 shows 
the difference in the standard deviation for each of the cutting systems for each velocity, and 
the differences of statistical significance are denoted by asterisks. The Crary proved to be 
statistically better than the MacDon at 9 mph by 0.53 inches. The 2" prototype guard proved 
statistically better than the MacDon at the 9 and 12 mph by 0.68 and 0.86 inches 
respectively. Finally the 1.5" prototype guard proved statistically better than the Crary at 12 
mph by 0.47 mph. No other statistical relationships can be made. In addition to the 
statistical analysis, a visual representation of the stubble was made of a each of the guards at 
each forward speed. This representation was in the form of a 3 -D graph created using 
MathCAD Software. These graphs can be seen in Appendix E. In these graphs, missing 
values were replaced using krigeing. 
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Table 9: Differences in standard deviations of mean stubble heights of guards 
3 mph 6 mph 9 mph 12 mph 
MacDon —Crary -0.01 0.21 0. S 3 * 0.23 
MacDon -- 2" Prototype 0.00 0.25 0.68* 0.86*
Macdon - 1.5" Prototype -0.01 0.24 0.66 0.70*
Crary-2" Prototype 0.01 0.04 0.16 0.63 
Crary-1.5" Prototype 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.47*
2"-1.5 "Prototype -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.16 
Significant difference at a = 0.001 
Krigeing uses surrounding values to estimate the missing value. Most of these graphs, 
showed an increasing trend in stubble height in the stems last cut by the cutter bar. There are 
two probable causes for this phenomenon: 
1. Long stems result from the position of the sickle bar being at the end of a stroke 
when the holding block finished passing the cutter bar. 
2. The densities of the stems were actually helping to hold prior stems more erect 
before being cut. The last stems didn't have any stems following to hold them up. 
A graph showing average lengths of each row of stems was plotted vs. their position in the 
block to determine if the longer stems were just a random event. Figure 25 shows the results 
of one graph. It can be seen that there is an actual increase in stubble height at the end of the 
runs especially at the higher forward speeds. This trend is seen in all of the tested cutter bars. 
From this it is thought that the second theory is the more probable, but the orientation of the 
sickle over the block may still contribute to the problem. Since all of the tests were 
conducted in the same manner, it is not felt that this would skew comparative data very much 
as all cutter bars behaved similarly in that regard. 
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Figure 25: Average stubble height across rows for 5 column blocks 
♦Crary 3 mph 
■Crary 6 mph 
♦ Crary 9 mph 
Crary 12 mph '.
To improve testing in the future, several recommendations are made: 
1. The sample should be taken from the center of a long run of stubble rows. This 
would help alleviate any abnormalities found in the start and finish of the cut. 
2. The block be of at least twice the length as the sample so as to provide buffer 
areas to help ensure the sample area be inequilibrium. 
3. Widen the cut sample to several guard widths so that local disturbances along 
the guards can be more easily seen and comprehended. 
4. A method such as an air blast is needed to clear cut stems from the cutter bar. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Several useful conclusions emerged from the laboratory tests. The first is that in both the 
stubble height, and standard deviation, the prototype guards perform better than the currently 
used MacDon guards and the aftermarket Crary Gold' N' Cut system. When observing the 
interactions between the velocity and guards, speeds at which specific guards become better 
than others become apparent. In the case of stubble height, an improvement in the prototype 
guards over the MacDon guards can be seen at all speeds except 3 mph. In addition, as the 
forward velocity increases so does the improvement. Note the performance increase of the 
Crary Gold N' Cut over the MacDon guards. That increase, while not as large as observed 
with the Prototype guards, was still significant, especially considering this is a commercially 
available aftermarket item. 
The average stubble height of the remaining crop is an important factor in determining the 
performance of a cutterbar, but the standard deviation should not be overlooked when 
making comparisons. The average stubble height left by a mower can be changed to a 
degree by lowering the initial cutting height, but the standard deviation of the cut length is a 
function of the guards and sickle design, and can't be adjusted without changing cutter bar 
geometry. The standard deviation is also useful, because evenness of cut is a property that 
most producers look at when determining if a mower is cutting satisfactorily. A mower 
leaving a short and ragged cut is often perceived as performing more poorly than one leaving 
a slightly longer but more uniform cut. The data shows that the Prototype guards should 
leave a more even and uniform cut than the MacDon Guard at speeds 6 mph and over. 
Due to the very similar results from the prototype guards, ~ eld testing is needed to determine 
which is actually superior. Currently the geometry of the two inch prototype guards leads to 
a stronger fastening of sickle sections than the 1.5" sections, but this could be eliminated by 
manufacturing multiple blade sections. 
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In summary, the lab tests predict that the prototype cutting systems were the best of those 
tested. They repeatedly showed advantages in the length and evenness of stubble. These 
guards should next be tested in field to determine if the relationships shown in this study can 
be sustained and establish that there is enough improvement to warrant commercial 
development of these alternative cutting systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
Completely Randomized Split Plot Design Layout 
Day 1 
Day 2 
Day 3 
Day 4 
Crary 
V=12 
V=9 
V=6 
V=3 
Range 
V=12 
V=3 
V=9 
V=6 
Crary Range 
V=3 
V=12 
V=9 
V=6 
Range 
V=6 
V=3 
V=12 
V=9 
Range 
V=9 
V=3 
V=12 
V=6 
V=9 
V=3 
V=6 
V=12 
Crary 
V=12 
V=9 
V=3 
V=6 
2" Prototype 
V=6 
V=3 
V=9 
V=12 
2" Prototype 1.5" Prototype 
V=9 
V=3 
V=12 
V=6 
1.5" Prototype 
V=9 
V=12 
V=6 
V=3 
2" Prototype 
V=6 
V=3 
V=9 
V=12 
1.5" Prototype 
v=9 
V=12 
V=6 
V=3 
V=12 
V=3 
V=9 
V=6 
2" Prototype 
V=6 
V=12 
V=9 
V=3 
1.5" Prototype 
V=3 
V=9 
V=12 
V=6 
Crary 
V=3 
V=9 
V=6 
V=12 
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APPENDIX B 
Electronic Timer Schematic 
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APPENDIX C 
Velocity Measurement of Test Trolley 
Predicted 
velocity (mph) 
2.75.
2.75 
2.75 
Electronic timer 
display value 
2745 
2763 
2770 
Calculated actual Average 
speed (mph) speed (mph) 
2.88 
2.86 2.87 
2.86 
3 
3 
3 
2541 
2531 
2525 
3.11 
3.13 
3.13 
3.12 
6 
6 
6 
1266 
1266 
1263 
6.25 
6.25 
6.26 
6.2 S 
9 
9 
9 
898 
899 
903 
8.81 
8.80 
8.76 
8.79 
12 
12 
12 
658 
661 
662 
12.02 
11.97 
11.95 
11.98 
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APPENDIX D 
SAS Code and Output 
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APPENDIX D1: STUBBLE HEIGHT SAS CODE 
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Appendix D2: Stubble Height SAS Output 
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APPENDIX E 
3-D Stubble Graphs 
Figure E 1: Three dimensional stubble profiles at 3 mph (4.82 kmlhr). A: MacDon 
guard, B : Crary guard, C : MacDon 2" prototype guard, D : MacDon 1. S" prototype 
guard 
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Figure E2 : Three dimensional stubble prof les at 6 mph X9.65 kr~~hr). A: MacDon 
guard, B : Crary guard, C : MacDon 2" prototype guard, D : MacDon l . S" prototype 
guard 
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Figure E3: Three dimensional stubble profiles at 9 mph (14.48 km/hr). A: MacDon 
guard, B : Crary guard, C : MacDon 2'' prototype guard, D : MacDon 1.5" prototype 
guard 
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Figure E4: Three dimensional stubble profiles at 1 ~ mph (19.31 kn~1/hr). A: MacDon 
guard, B : Crary guard, C : MacDon 2" prototype guard, D : MacDon 1. S" prototype 
guard 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Several methods for measuring cutting height have been proposed and several studies have 
been reported. Work done by W.E. Fischer-Schlemm in 1941 showed that a "general 
impression of cutting work performed" could be captured using a simple device. This device 
consisted of a strip of wood placed in stubble to secure a baseline for measurements. Upon 
this strip, a vertical prismatic measuring rod was placed from which the mean, maximum, 
and minimum values of the stem height could be obtained. A miniature camera could be 
used to capture a profile view of the cut for use in later analysis. He however stated that it is 
"impossible to obtain anything more than a very general picture" of cutter bar performance 
(Fischer-Schlemm, 1941 ). 
Research conducted by T. Milosz (1969) on fingerless mowers showed a relationship 
between forward velocity of a mower and the amount of stubble loss. The results from this 
research can be seen in Figure 26. The dashed line represents what are considered acceptable 
agricultural losses. Methods behind the development of this graph are unexplained and 
unknown, but the graph emphasizes the influence of velocity on stubble loss (Milosz, 1968). 
I) (%) i % '-': 
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Figure 26: Forward velocity vs stubble loss for a Busatis 
fingerless mower. (Milosz, 1968) 
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Research at the National Institute of Agricultural Engineering in Silsoe England by W.E. 
Klinner provides a method for collecting data on stubble height. During his study, stubble 
heights measurements were taken on 150 mm intervals for 6 meters with the mower going 
both with and against the lay of the crop (Klinner, 1969). This gave a total of 80 
measurements per run. The results from this data can be seen in Figure 27, and the results for 
several different styles of mowers can be seen in Appendix D. Figure 27 depicts examples of 
performance variability, and should not be taken as absolute or typical (Klinner, 1969). Of 
interest in this data is the variability in performance trends between different mowers and that 
the type of crop played a major role in cutter bar performance. 
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Figure 27: Effects of forward speed on stubble length (Klinner, 1969) 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
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Before the field evaluation of the four cutter bars in question can be accomplished, an 
acceptable method for collecting data on the stubble height had to be developed. The most 
meticulous and scientific of the methods cited is by Klinner, in which actual stubble 
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variations in topography, crop density, etc. In addition this method was very time consuming, 
and inefficient. A different method had to be devised. 
After consultation with several academics, a new data collection method was devised where 
all the stems inside a 9 inch (.229 m) by 27 inch (.687 m) quadrant would be measured and 
recorded. The area would be oriented so that the 27 inch (.687 m) side is parallel to the 
direction of travel. This orientation would help minimize local effects due to a single guard, 
as the cut from at least 3 guards would be included in the measurements, and at least 2 full 
strokes of the sickle would occur over the length. In this method, global variations in the field 
topography, and crop characteristics should be minimized. Also variation due to the data 
recorder having to choose a stem out of several near the location of intersecting lines was 
eliminated. 
Due to time considerations, there was a further simplification to determine if the new data 
collection method would yield a more uniform outcome. In this design, only the velocity 
treatment was studied. Variations due to direction of cut were eliminated by only cutting 
against the prevailing wind. The velocity treatment consisted of 3 levels, 3, 5, and 7 mph, 
and during each run, measurements were taken at 3 locations 10 ft (3.05 m) apart to help 
eliminate the possibility of local field anomalies such as ones caused by topography, or crop 
density from affecting the data. Three repetitions were conducted. The experiment was set 
up in a completely randomized split plot design. A total of 27 quadrant observations were 
collected. 
For the test, a New Holland 472 mower conditioner was used to harvest the sample plots. 
Velocity measurements were conducted during each run to ensure proper velocity had been 
achieved over the sample area. Measurements were taken at the same location on the cutter 
bar during each run to reduce variations due to the mower dynamics. Results from the test 
are summarized in Figure 33. and show that the new method produces a more uniform result 
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Mean Height and Standard Deviation Vs. Forward Speed in Alfalfa 
(Cutting Against Prevailing Wind) 
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Figure 31: Stubble height and standard deviation of grass cut by Enerossi 
mower against the prevailing wind 
Mean Height and Standard Deviation Vs. Forward Speed in Alfalfa 
(Cutting With Prevailing Wind) 
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Figure 32: Stubble height and standard deviation of grass cut by Enerossi 
mower against the prevailing wind 
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Nominal Velocity Vs Height and Std Deviaion of Stubble 
for a New Holland 472 in Alfalfa 
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Figure 33: Stubble height and standard deviation of alfalfa cut by New Holland 
472 mower 
METHODS APPLIED 
A customized MacDon auger header with six bat reel was fitted with a composite cutter bar 
comprised of four different guard and sickle configurations. (Figure 34) The cutter bar 
included the standard production MacDon cutter bar, the aftermarket Crary Gold'N'Cut 
cutterbar, and two prototype cutter bars. Prints for each guard can be seen in Appendix A. 
The cutter bars were arranged on the header symmetrically about the center overlap section 
of the header. The center overlap section is the location on the headers cutter bar where the 
two sickles from a dual drive cutter bar overlap. The composite cutter bar was arranged so as 
l oo
to be situated between the drive wheels of the tractor so that stem measurements could be 
taken without data being skewed from contact with the wheels. 
___ 
Figure 34: MacDon auger header with four cutter bar styles 
The Crary and the MacDon cutter bars utilize a standard 3 in. {0.0762 m) wide knife section, 
while the prototype guards require specialized sections. The two inch prototype guards are 
designed around the 2 in. (0.051 m) knife sections shown in Appendix A. Upon assembly of 
the cutter bar, the front 1/8 in (0.0032 m) of each 2 in. section had to be removed due to 
unexpected interference with the guards. The 1.5 in {0.03$ m) knife section was developed 
from a modified three inch wide Kwik Cut section. This section, shown in Appendix A, had 
one of the two points removed so that a single 1.5 in wide knife remained. Holes were 
drilled and counter sunk with a 90 deg. countersink. All knife sections used during testing 
were top serrated with 14 serrations per inch. 
In order to create a composite cutter bar that operates with both a single sickle (MacDon and 
Crary cutter bars), and a dual sickle (Prototype cutter bars) the prototype cutter bars were 
placed on the right hand side of the center overlap. The left hand sickle was then extended to 
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the length of the prototype cutter bars. This was accomplished by using a shortened knife 
back that had. additional holes drilled to orient the various sickle sections properly with the 
guards. Holes in the extender bar were counter sunk with a 90 degree bit to recess fastening 
hardware. 
The prototype cutter bars were unbalanced because the sickle timing was 90 degrees out of 
phase. Cutting on the cutter bar occurred against both the top and bottom guards, with the 
knife sections on the top LHS sickle being inverted so as to properly align the shearing edge 
against the guard ledger plate. In order for the knife sections to be attached, all sections were 
top counter sunk 90 degrees, and flat head hex drive fasteners attached the sections to the 
knife back. Some fasteners had to be ground flush with the knife sections after installation to 
allow for smooth uninterrupted reciprocation of the sickles. 
Once the composite cutter bar was assembled, the prototype guards were adjusted to approx. 
0.01 inch (0.25 mm) clearance, and guards were aligned and adjusted to manufacturer's 
specifications. The RHS sickle was retuned to place the sickles 90 degrees out of phase, and 
the header was operated briefly to check hold down to guard adjustment. Several reel tines 
had to be shortened as they came into contact with the top guards of the prototype cutter bars 
and the hold downs of the Crary section of the cutter bar. Finally, the cutter bar was checked 
for straightness, and it was found that the entire cutter bar of header "frowned". 
Measurements were taken to quantify the frown based on the elevation of the outside most 
guards. Data. could then be normalized for the uneven cut heights. Table 10 displays the 
values recorded at the center of each section of cutter bar, and the value added to data to 
normalize values. Height values represent the difference from the outside edges of the 
header cutterbar. 
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Table 10: Cutting height correction values 
Crary MacDon 2" Proto 1.5" Proto 
Actual height (in.) 
Adjustment (in.) 
1.5 1.5625 1.5625 1.375 
0.0625 0 0 0.1875 
In order to obtain the proper location of each measurement in the field for the various cutter 
bars, measurement were taken from the center of each cutter bar to the RHS most guard on 
the header. After each test run is conducted, measurements were made to determine the 
location of each cutter bar and flagged. The longitudinal axis of the 9 by 27 in. (0.229 by 
0.6858 m) box was placed in line with the marker to obtain the exact locations for each set of 
measurements. 
Field tests were conducted outside of Roll, Arizona in alfalfa from Sept. 10-12, 2003. Test 
elds were laser leveled prior to planting and irrigated using flood irrigation, creating a very 
level ground profile. Temperatures ranged from 95-105 degrees Fahrenheit with low 
humidity. 
Preliminary ~ eld trials were conducted to ensure the cutter bars and test components were 
functioning properly. Also at this time, readings for the tractor velocity, and reel speed from 
the tractor sensors were compared to actual readings, and found to be within acceptable error. 
The maximum operating velocity for the tractor was also found to be approx. 10.5 to 11 mph. 
depending on field conditions. At this velocity, the tractor became power limited. It was 
decided that tests would be run at 6, 7.5, 9, and 10.5 mph. Reel tine velocities would be 
operated at 6.2, 7.7, 9.3, and 10.8 mph tip speed respectively for each test, giving a reel index 
of 1.15. This reel index is very low compared to normal operation, but due to header 
limitations and high ground speeds, this index had to be settled upon. The cutter bar speed 
was 1875 strokes per minute. 
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In order to statistically compare the four cutter bar configurations over a variety of operating 
speeds, a randomized split-plot experimental design was used. (Appendix B). Since the 
four guards were fixed on the composite cutter bar, all of them were tested together at each of 
the velocity treatments. For this reason, the velocity became the whole plot factor and the 
various guards were the levels of the subplot factor. Since this setup was used at two 
locations, a further split by location was added to the model. An analysis of variance table 
was constructed and can be seen in Table 11. A total of 160 data points were recorded 
during the tests. Only 156 were used for the analysis of data, as four data sheets were 
unaccounted for. 
Table 11: ANOVA table for field tests 
Source Deg. Freedom 
Rep 4 
Vel 3 
Error (Vel) 12 
Loc 1 
Error (Loc) 4 
Loc*Vel 3 
Errar(Loc*Vel) 12 
Knife 3 
Knife*Vel 9 
Knife*Loc 3 
Knife*Loc*Vel 9 
Error (Knife) 96 
Total 159 
During each test run, stubble height measurements were taken in a similar fashion as 
described in the preliminary studies of this paper, with measurements being taken for each 
cutter bar at each location. Data from two locations 10 ft (3.05 m) apart were obtained to 
help reduce the effect of any localized anomalies in the field. Stem counts in each block 
ranged from 18 to 74 depending on the crop density at the measurements locations. 
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Stem measurements for each run were measured to the nearest 1/8 inch (0.0032 m) from 
ground level in their undisturbed state. Measurements were taken to the highest point of the 
stem in the case of multiple shoots on a single stem. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
During the collection of data several items of interest that could possibly affect the outcome 
of the test occurred. During every run, reel, sickle and ground speed varied slightly due to 
external factors beyond the control of the operator. Ground speed remained very close to the 
experimental requirement for all tests except at the 10. S mph. During these tests the tractor 
became power limited and velocities ranged from 10.2 to 10.5 mph. Normal operating 
speeds fell between 10.3-10.4 mph. for most runs. Reel speed also varied slightly, with most 
variation occurring during the 9 mph runs. During these runs, reel velocity fluctuated from 
9.2-9.8 mph due to the dynamics of the drive system. Reel index, or frequency is a known 
contributor to cutting performance and thus deviations could have affected the experimental 
outcome. 
While collecting measurements, several factors were noted that could affect measurements. 
The first of which included the method of taking height measurements. Measurements were 
taken using a ruler from ground level. Local undulations of the ground in respect to the 
cutter bar could skew data, but were considered minimal compared to other factors. Previous 
cuttings of alfalfa left small impressions from wheel tracts and they would periodically align 
over the test region which could skews data by giving a necessarily higher cut reading. 
Finally at higher velocities, stems appeared to have been stripped prior to being cut. This 
could have been from the plant stems being pulled between the shearing surfaces of the guard 
and knife section just prior to being sheared. As a result, the cut appeared ragged and 
unclean, and its possible that stems were being plucked rather than sheared which could 
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explain the curve leveling off at the 10. S mph velocity. Velocities of 9 mph and below rarely 
exhibited this characteristic. 
The results of the field data, summarized in Figure 35 and Figure 36, were analyzed using 
Statistical Analysis Software (SAS). The analysis used the mixed procedure (Proc Mixed) 
and the regression procedure (Proc Reg) which take into account fixed and variable effects in 
data, and can account for missing or unbalanced data sets. SAS code and results can be 
found in Appendix C. For all tests, significance is determined at an alpha value of 0.001. 
For the analysis of mean stubble height, a weighting factor was used to account for 
variability in the variance. This weighting factor is 1/variance. This factor was not used for 
the analysis of the standard deviation of the stubble height due to the acceptable variability in 
the data. 
Proc Reg was used to determine both linear and quadratic regression equations generating the 
regression curves found in Figure 3 5 and Figure 3 6. The regression equations of the stubble 
height were weighted using 1 /variance. These equations can be found in Table 12 and Table 
13. The regression equations give a performance prediction versus the forward velocity. Of 
interest in this table is the fact that the quadratics have a negative squared term in all of the 
regressions except the standard deviation of stubble height for the Crary cutter bar. The 
laboratory tests predicted a positive term. This could be due to the tender alfalfa t being cut, 
and that at these velocities, the limitations Of the cutter bars were not being reached. 
Table 12: Stubble height weighted regression equations 
Linear R-s ~ uare Quadratic R-sauare 
Crary 
MacDon 
2" prototype 
1.5" prototype 
1.56 + 0.130v 
0.932 + 0.241v 
0.5 3 5 + 0.224v 
1.05 + 0.180v 
0.28 
0.47 
0.47 
0.44 
0.273 — 0.45v — 0.0203v 
-2.75 + 1.19v — 0.0594v2
-3.89 + 1.36v — 0.0699v2
-0.859 + 0.67v — 0.031 v2
0.29 
0.51 
0.56 
0.47 
v = Ve OClty 
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Table 13: Standard deviation Of stubble height regression equations 
Linear R-square Quadratic R-square 
Crary 
MacDon 
2" prototype 
1.5" prototype 
V = Ve OClty 
0.671 + 0.0408v 
0.691 + 0.047v 
0. S 15 + 0.03 64v 
0.423 + O.OS15v 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.09 
1.34-0.130v+O.OlOv2
-2.31 + 0.809v - 0.0461v2
-0.879 + 0.389v - 0.0213v2
0.273 + 0.0894v - 0.0023v2
0.07 
0.14 
0.07 
0.09 
Several statistically significant trends between cutter bars, and interactions between cutterbar 
and velocities were observed. The estimate command line was utilized t0 gain specific 
details about these differences. All cutter bars were compared to the MacDon cutter bar 
which was considered the standard for comparisons and the results for comparisons between 
guard treatments are summarized in Table 14 and Table 15. 
Table 14: Comparisons between guard treatments for stubble height 
Estimate Standard Error DF t value Pr > t 
Production vs. 
prototype 
MacDon vs. 
Crary 
MacDon vs. 
1.5" prototype 
MacDon vs. 
2" prototype 
Crary vs. 1.5" 
prototype 
Crary vs. 2.0" 
prototype 
1.5" vs 2" 
Prototype 
0.31 0.057 105 5.36 < 0.0001 
-0.31 0.091 106 -3.41 0.0009 
0.39 0.084 106 4.72 < 0.0001 
0.53 0.082 106 6.49 < 0.0001 
0.08 0.08 105 1.07 0.8171 
0.22 0.07 106 2.79 0.0062 
0.13 0.07 107 1.89 0.0612 
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Table 15: Comparisons between guard treatments for standard deviation of stubble height 
Estimate Standard Error DF t value Pr > t 
Production vs. 0.22 0.03 6 95.7 6.02 < 0.0001 
prototype 
MacDon vs. -0.080 0.051 93.1 -1.56 0.1215 
Crary 
MacDon vs. 0.24 0.051 94.4 4.68 < 0.0001 
1.5" prototype 
MacDon vs. 0.27 0.051 94.4 5.41 < 0.0001 
2" prototype 
Crary vs. 1.5" 0.16 0.051 94.4 3.12 0.0024 
prototype 
Crary vs. 2.0" 0.19 0.051 94.4 3.85 0.0002 
prototype 
1.5" vs 2" 0.03 0.051 93.1 0.73 0.4643 
Prototype 
From the analysis of the data, several major claims can be made about the stubble height, and 
standard deviation measurements. When talking only about stubble height the following 
claims can be made: 
1. Overall the prototype cutter bars perform statistically better than their production 
counterparts (Crary and MacDon) 
2. Overall the Crary, 2" prototype and 1.5" prototype cutter bars perform statistically 
better than the MacDon range guards. 
When looking at the standard deviation of the stubble height for each cutter bar the following 
claims can be made: 
1. The prototype cutter bars perform statistically better than the production cutter bars. 
2. The 2" and 1. S" prototype cutter bars perform statistically better than the MacDon 
cutter bar. 
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Each analysis can be broken down further into individual comparisons of cutter bars at 
separate velocities. These differences are found in Table 16. Comparisons between the 
MacDon cutter bar and the others can be seen in Table 17 and Table 18. All noted values 
display significance at the alpha = 0.001 level. At this alpha level, the probability of making 
a Type I error is the same as at alpha = 0.05 by the Bonferroni inequality theorem. 
Several statistical differences about stubble height can be seen in Table 17. The 2" prototype 
cutter bar was significantly better than the MacDon at 6, 7.5, and 10.5 mph by 0.41, 0.74, and 
0.60 inches respectively. The Crary guard is superior to the MacDon at 7.5, 9, and 10.5 mph 
by 0.52, 0.43, and 0.43 inches respectively. The 1.5" guard is only significantly better at the 
9 mph velocity, and then by 0.61 inches. When comparing the Crary to the prototype guards, 
the 2 inch is statistically superior at 6, and 7. S mph by 0.42 and 0.22 inches, and the 1. S inch 
prototype guard is statistically better at 6 mph by 0.18 inches. The prototype guards are not 
statistically different. 
Table 16: Mean recorded stubble heights of guards (Arizona field trials 
6 mph 7.5 mph 9 mph 10.5 mph 
Height Std. Height Std. Height Std. Height Std. 
(in.) Dev. (in.) Dev. (in.) Dev (in.) Dev. 
MacDon 2.36 0.85 3.11 1.24 3.28 1.14 3.34 1.24 
Crary 2.38 0.97 2.59 0.88 2.85 1.09 2.91 1.22 
2" Prototype 1.95 0.71 2.37 0.77 2.89 0.96 2.74 0.92 
1.5" Prototype 2.20 0.71 2.69 0.86 2.67 0.85 2.98 1.08 
When examining the interactions for the standard deviation of the stubble height, some 
conclusions can be made. The Crary, 2 inch and 1. S inch prototype guards are only 
statistically better than the MacDon at 7.5 mph, by 0.3 6, 0.47, and 0.3 8 inches respectively. 
The 2" prototype cutter bar is statistically better than the Crary at the 6 and 10.5 mph by 0.26 
and 0.30 inches respectively. The 1.5" prototype cutter bar is statistically superior at 6 and 9 
mph by 0.25 inches. The prototype cutter bars have no statistical differences. 
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"fable 17: llltterences in mean stubble heights of guards (Arizona Held trials) 
6 mph 7 . S mph 9 mph 10.5 mph 
MacDon -Crary -0.02 0.52* 0.43* 0.43*
MacDon - 2" Prototype 0.41 * 0.74* 0.3 8 0.60*
Macdon - 1.5" Prototype 0.16 0.42 0.61 * 0.3 6 
Crary-2" Prototype 0.42 * 0.22 * -0.04 0.18 
Crary-1.5" Prototype 0.18* -0.10 0.18 0.06 
2"-1.5"Prototype 0.25 -0.32 0.22 -0.24 
Significant difference at cx = 0.001 
Table 18: Differences in standard deviations of mean stubble heights of guards (Arizona field 
trials) 
6 mph 7.5 mph 9 mph 10.5 mph 
MacDon -Crary -0.12 0.3 6* 0.05 0.02 
MacDon - 2" Prototype 0.14 0.47* 0.19 0.32 
Macdon - 1.5" Prototype 0.14 0.3 8 * 0.3 0 0.16 
Crary-2" Prototype 0.26* 0.11 0.14 0.30*
Crary-1.5" Prototype 0.25* 0.02 0.25* 0.14 
2"-1.5 "Prototype 0.00 -0.09 0.11 -0.16 
Significant difference at cx = 0.001 
CONCLUSIONS 
There are several useful conclusions from the field tests. The first is that in both the mean 
stubble height and the standard deviation of the stubble height, the prototype guards 
performed better than the current production guards when averaged over all tested velocities. 
The second major conclusion is that the Crary Gold'n' Cut cutter bar had superior 
performance over the MacDon cutter bar when looking at the mean stubble height averaged 
over all velocities. No conclusions could be drawn about which prototype guard performed 
better. Further field tests are needed determine if field conditions or crops would limit either 
cutter bars performance. Tests should also be conducted on the Crary cutter bar as well to 
determine its feasibility in various conditions, as it out performed the currently used MacDon 
cutting system, and is already commercially available. 
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When observing performance increases at various velocity factors, consistent results where 
not always present. Due to high levels of variation in the data, most performance variations 
observed on the graph of average cutting height and standard deviation vs. forward velocity 
could not be statistically proven. If variables such as ground speed, and reel frequency could 
be more consistent, and a method of collecting measurements could be devised that would 
take out the effects of ground contour, a test with more definitive results should be possible. 
However, these factors are beyond the control of the experimenter. This shows one of the 
weaknesses that occur in ~ eld evaluating equipment. 
These tests have proven that it is possible to get valid and useful quantifiable results from 
eld experiments on cutting performance. 
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APPENDIX A 
Cutter Bar Components 
1.5 inch prototype guard bottom 
'1.5~ - 
.~5 
S~Q.3$ 
cd 
Q ..v .~ 
C'.~' d   .','~ i.~~ 
1.5 inch knife section 
1.5 inch prototype guard top 
Figure A 1: 1.5" prototype guard 
G.~3G 
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Figure A2: Standard MacDon production guard 
Figure A3 : Crary Gold'N' Cut profile 
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s.i 
2 inch prototype bottom guard 
.., ~~. ~~ ~. 
2 inch prototype top guard 
Figure A4: 2" prototype guard 
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APPENDIX B 
Statistical Test Setup 
REP # VEL. LOC. 
REP 1 7.5 A 
B 
6 A 
B 
10.5 A 
B 
9 A 
B 
REP 2 9 A 
B 
7.5 A 
B --
10.5 A 
B 
6 A 
B 
REP 3 7.5 A 
B 
10.5 A 
B 
9 A 
B 
6 A 
B 
REP 4 6 A 
B 
10.5 A 
B 
9 A 
B 
7.5 A 
B 
REP 5 10.5 A 
B 
7.5 A 
B 
9 A 
B 
6 A 
B 
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SAS Code and Output 
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Appendix C2: Stubble Height SAS Output 
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Appendix C3: Standard Deviation of Stubble Height SAS Code 
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Appendix C4: Standard Deviation of Stubble Height SAS Output 
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Appendix C8: Regression of Standard Deviation of Stubble Height SAS Output 
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APPENDIX D 
Results and Identification of Mowers for the Klinner Study (1969) 
~cl~.lnes used for ~n.owillg and sub~equc.nt trea~rnen~. 
Mac~-~ane Mawer. type and 
Sy~teI71 t~E3rk~:il.g '~'Ul.dth 
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X Conventian~~ l f~.gerbar , Tedder ~"ed.~R~~r I -
{Contxol) 1.5 m 
f Cen€~re -delivery finger - ba: r Ewa t~~.er , ~ rn 
Integral crimper 'P~edder l 
~~.,~ Cone,~~~tonal fngerbar , 
`~ l . 5 rrm. 
"Tandem crimper 'Tf=dd~~r 2 and 3 
5 -8 
.~ Co,~i*wTent~.onal f~:ngerbar, ,3 1. S m 
Tandem dou~ile -~~~~atl~ 
Tdder 
Tedder b -8 
I3 F~~.gerL~a r with. p~.c~k -up 
r~el, ~ . 7 nZ 
Integr. a l c lea.~ed 
rolls:-~r r ru~~e~- 
Tecld:e_r. 1-
C; sz:a€le hor:~ontal 
rotor, l . ~ ~~n 
Integral fla~.l 
conditzor~cr 
Tedder i -
DI Double horizontal rotor, I a 7 ~~ 
Tedder ~ ed.der 1-5 
D~ T~~~o -drum., l . ~ n~ T~edder~ '~`cdder 5 -8 
D Do~.~ble hor~.zontal rotor, 
1.7 m 
Integral. fan beater 'f'edtler S -8 
D4 Dor~blc~ -h.e~~.d four rotor, 
orbital, I . i m 
Tedder Tedder ~ -8 
E .Four -drum , 10 ~i m Tedder Tedder 1. -S 
Four -disc , _l. P ~ n~ f Tedder Teds~er I -8 
F~ ~i~ -disc , 1 .5 n~. Tedder. ~Te~tcier 5 - 8 
G 1 Flail , 3 bane , 1. Z m -- `burner 
or t~~~'der 
I -~ 
G~ .~~ l:a. l , ~ banks , ~ . ~ JTl - Tt~rt~.e~" 
or tedd.Er 
4 
G Fly il. , 3 banks , 2.5 m - Tu~cne-:r_ 5 - 8 3 -4 
+~r. tedc~le r 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Over the course of this thesis, its objectives have been investigated, analyzed, and 
conclusions can be drawn about each. From the theoretical performance analysis, 
numerically valid performance curves were fitted to each of the four cutter bars. From the 
theoretical evaluation, predictions were made that could be tested with actual laboratory and 
eld trails. 
The developed methods for laboratory trials created a second set of performance curves for 
the four cutter bars of interest. When comparing the statistically valid results to the 
theoretical trials, it is found that some discrepancies occurred. While the theoretical 
evaluation did properly predict the superior performance of the prototype cutter bars, it failed 
to recognize the significant difference between the MacDon and Crary cutter bars. The 
laboratory trials started to break down the theoretical analysis as a proper method of 
predicting the performance that would continue with the results from the field trials. 
A third set of performance curves for the four cutter bars were generated from the ~ eld trial 
results. While the data was not as statistically strong as the lab tests, they were still able to 
give some general conclusions about the cutter bars performance. From the data, it was 
again found that the prototype guards were the best performing of the cutter bars, and the 
there was still an improvement of Crary design over that of the MacDon. These conclusions 
have again shown the weakness of the theoretical evaluations. 
The theoretical evaluations seem to be a decent approximation of performance differences 
when comparing the MacDon to prototype cutter bars. The theoretical model fails, however, 
when comparing cutter bars with radically different geometries, such as the double-stroked 
Crary and single-stroked MacDon cutter bars. 
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With some minor modi~ cations, the methods developed for the laboratory trials could 
provide a method to test the performance of a cutter bar early in the design process, and can 
be used to generally predict a mowers performance in field conditions. 
After completing the field and Laboratory trials several recommendations for future research 
need to be made. The first recommendation is that more tests should be conducted on the 
Crary Gold'N' Cut cutter bar as it out performed than the MacDon cutter bar, and is a 
commercially produced product. The second recommendation is that further tests need to be 
conducted on the prototype cutter bars. While conclusions could not be made from the tests 
regarding the superiority of one over the other, they both performed equally well. Further 
research should be conducted to determine if they have limitations in other crops. Work also 
needs to be done to improve the serviceability of the cutter bar, to make it a more appealing 
system that may be able to compete with the disk mower. 
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